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Turret_Fill_Range: /Turret fills the ranges in unrealistic units. Default: 6000, / The default tower filling range. vip: 12,000, // Filling range for vip-group Premium: 24,000 // Filling range for premium group, Chat_Commands: Fill_Turrets: /fill, // Chat team to fill towers. Turrets_Settings: /towers // Chat team to install tower settings. A: Messages: / Messages sent
by the plug-in Done_Filling_Turrets: Text: Filled your turrets:, EachLine: I - Total: X'tEach Turret: X, Size: 4.0, Display_Time: 8, Colour: Green: 255, Blue: 80 - , Turret_Settings_Help: Heading_Text: Use:, Line_Text_Format: {0} {1} - {2}, HelpText: Turns on: Turns on the towers., off: Off the towers. Medium, high: Sets tower range to maximum., all: Sets tower
goals for all purposes., playertamed: Sets target towers for all players and tamed., player: Sets target towers only for players., wild: Sets target towers only wild dinosaurs., tamed: Sets target towers only tamed by dinosaurs., Playermounted: Sets target towers only established players., Writing heavy will fill all the heavyweights. !heavy would fill everything
except the heavyweights. - Header_Size: 4.0, Size: 2.0, Display_Time: 12, Heading_Color: Red: 0, Green: 255, Blue: 0 , Colour: Red: 0, Green: 255, Blue: 160 , Turret_Settings_Power_On_Off: Heading_Text: Set round the round words:, Line_Text_Format: {0}x't{1}:t{2}, No_Turret_Found: No Turret Found., Header_Size: 4.0, Size: 2.0, Display_Time: 8,
Heading_Color: Red: 0, Green: 25 Blue: 0, Color: Red: 0, Green: 255, Blue: 160, Turret_Settings_Range: Heading_Text: Set range towers:, Line_Text_Format: {0}x't{1}{2}, No_Turret_Found: No Tower Found., Header_Size: 4.0, Size: 2.0, Display_Time: 8, Heading_Color: Red: 0, Green: 255, Blue: 0, Color: Red: 0, Green: 255 , Blue: 160,
Turret_Settings_Targetting: Heading_Text : Set round the round words:, Line_Text_Format: {0}x {1}:t{2}, Header_Size: 4.0, Size: 2.0, Display_Time: 8, Heading_Color: Red: 0, Green: 255, Blue: 0, Colour: Red: 0, Green: 255, Blue: 160 , No_Turrets_Found: Text: Not Found Towers in Range!, Size: 4.0, Display_Time: 5, Colour: Red: 255, Green: 0, Blue: 0,
No_Ammo_In_Inventory: Text: No Tower Ammunition found in inventory!, Size: 4.0, Display_Time: 5, Colour: Red: 255, Green: 0, Blue: 0 You always fill your or how much you put in each after you put them and feel good will be afk / offline? I play on highly assembled servers, but even then, filling them with a filter.the front row (250 bullets) feels like such a
chore. Edit: Also, what settings do you follow? half on the players, half on players'tames? What range? I always have one on long range, players only, 4 second warning, as dedicated anti-rocket gun Share 70 (Advanced Rifle Bullet) 140x Metal Ingot70x Electronics50x Cementing Paste20x Polymer Required Electricity to launch. Consumes bullets during
shooting. Can be configured for an automatic hostile attack within reach. An automatic tower or automated tower is a type of automated weapon in ARK. The Automatic Tower shoots an extended bullet rifle and must be activated in order to function. This tower, minigun turret, and assault rifle are the only weapons to use this type of ammunition. An
automated tower is good for a defense base with it doing 100 bullet damage and 400 damage to bullet-in-air creatures. It has settings on the tower were you can give it a delay/range for intruders. The short range function is only about half of brontosaurus out. Video Demonstration This video will demonstrate auto-tower, please keep in mind it was down to
some updates to increase its tracking speed. Auto Turret -ARK Survival Evolved- Community Content is available in accordance with CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. From ARK: Survival Developed Vicky Advanced Bullet Rifle is a type of ammunition used by assault rifle, Auto Turret, Minigun Turret, and heavy auto turret. It's made in manufacturing.
ACCIDENT PROBLEM STATUS:I have not been able to recreate the problem of the accident everyone is experiencing lately, but this is definitely a problem. I believe I found what was causing the problem and put it as a fix for it. HOWEVER, I'm going to need your help on determining if this will really solve the issue. Please comment on this mod if this has
solved the problem of failure. Unfortunately, the new build of my setup made me lose information about Steam for the old mod, so I had to reboot it as this version. Sorry for the inconvenience. As always, thank you all for your patience and support. I apologize that it took so long to get (potential) fix for fashion as life has been very busy lately. For those who
don't exactly support, I would like to apologize that this mod has become so ingrained in your idea of a pleasant ark experience that it has led you to a lack of decency in your comments and behavior. But my sincere gratitude to the patient and the positive people who were understanding. Ammunition Is a PoolAdds structure that when placed can connect to
nearby auto-towers and feed them bullets as they need them! Manage all the settings of your towers from one place. Adjust their range, target Warning time. IT WORKS WITH ALL THE FASHION AUTO-TOWERS. Including: Joan's Sentry TurretsS Auto TurretsMore Turrets - Turret ToolsBetter TurretLaser TurretAce in Heavy TurretAnd all fashion with auto
towers of any kind - Any mod based on regular vanilla auto towers. MOD IDRight click click On the page. Choose the URL Copy page. Insert the URL somewhere and find the number on (or to) at the end of the URL. It's a mod ID. :)/ Join our communityIf you like mod, upvoting is a great way to support me! :)Y am also a leader in one of the most amazing Ark
communities! I've never met a group of more funny, fun players. Come check it out! Join our discord: 100-year-old Discord'discord.gg'Spawn CodeUse this code to spawn in the ammunition pool: admincheat GiveItem Blueprint'/Game/Mods/AmmoPools/Structure/PrimalItemStructure_AmmoPool.PrimalItemStructure-AmmoPool' 1 1 0 There's also an engram
for it. You can get to know it at 60 after studying Auto-Turret Engram. You work it out in your inventory. How to use Ammo PoolStep 1: Place ammo Pool Step 2: Open the radial menu by holding the 'E' and then select Connect to turrets. This will automatically connect it to any turrets in the range. You don't have to do anything with the towers themselves. If
they successfully connect, you will see a blue ring around each tower that is connected. The ring will disappear in a few seconds. Step 3: Place some extended rifle cartridges in the ammunition pool inventory. Watch the magic happen. Other features and InfoAmmo CapThe ammo cover limit Ammo pool checks whenever it gives bullets to the tower. If the
tower is on or above the cartridge cover, ammo Pool will not give it any bullets. As soon as the tower falls below the cartridge cover, it will start getting bullets again. You can adjust the cartridge cover through the radial menu on the ammunition pool, up or down by 50 at a time. It can reach up to 50,000. You can also still manually put bullets in the tower if you
want to go above the lid. The RangeThis option is also on the radial menu. If you choose it, there will be a sphere that shows how far the Ammo pool reaches. It'll be gone in 15 seconds. Activate TurretsAlso in the radial menu, this will include any connected towers that have power. This is done in order to make it easy to turn all your towers back if they get
turned off, your generator goes away, or the sandstorm blows through. Currently there is no way to turn them all off at the same time. Change RangeRadial Menu - Adjusts the range for all connected towers. Change TargetsRadial Menu - Adjusts targeted settings (only players, only wild, etc.) for all connected towers. Change WarningRadial Menu - Adjusts
warning times for all connected towers. The ap RangeThis change regulates the AP range between low, medium and high. Average default. SlotsThe AP has 150 slots in its inventory. On the vanilla ark, this means you can store up to 7500 bullets - much, much more if you have mod stacks. Visual CuesEach time bullet is sent out of the pool The sides of the
structures will flash orange. When the tower gets shot, the orange circle will flash around it (looks like a blue ring when you connect the turrets). Ammunition Distribution RateAmmo distributes from the ammunition pool at the same speed as tower towers (every half of a second). In addition, it will distribute one bullet to each associated tower (i.e. below the
cartridge cover) at the same time. This means that if you have 8 towers connected and all 8 need bullets, all 8 will get shot every half-second. This allows the turrets for everyone to keep firing, and it distributes the ammunition evenly depending on the tower in need. Advertise your serverPlease to advertise the server in servers with this mod discussion as
part of this fashion thread discussion. Posts in the comments on this page will be deleted. Other projectsAvatarkConquestDonations to the 100-year-old community We've had an almost overwhelming number of people asking if they can contribute to continuing seeing our community grow and expand, so we opened Patreon just for that purpose! This helps
us pay for the server so we can focus on modding, and if enough support is provided, expand the server and community even more. We won't ask or push anyone to donate - we don't fly that way - but if you want to, here you go! 100-year-old war Patreon'www.patreon.com, If you'd like to watch joining our crazy awesome community, here's the Link
Discord:100 Year Discord.gg. ark auto turret ammo. ark tek turret ammo. ark heavy turret ammo. ark catapult turret ammo. ark tek turret ammo consumption. ark heavy turret ammo gfi. ark minigun turret ammo. ark auto turret ammo gfi
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